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Abstract: Web services are emerging as the next generation software systems in distributed computing. They are 

being widely adopted in implementing and integrating software components both within and across enterprises. In 

this paper, we consider the problem of interoperability among different web service technologies and web service 

versions. 

The main objective of our research is to enable a client designed for an old version of a web service to successfully 

communicate with a newer version of the same service without making any changes on the client. To accomplish this 

objective, we propose the design of a service adapter – a web service that mediates the interactions among two 

services with different interfaces so that interoperability can occur. A key ingredient of the adaptation methodology 

is the use of mismatch patterns. 

Accordingly, we have developed a WCF service adapter and the corresponding WCF and Java clients as part of our 

experiment and we have also tested our proposed methodology on a real world application. 

In the second part of our experiment, we dealt with interoperability in two of the most widely used web service 

technologies (i.e. WCF and Metro). We experimented on BasicHttpBinding and WSHttpBinding, which are two of 

WCF’s most commonly used protocols. 

 

Key Words: service adapters, web services, WCF, Metro, SOA. 

INTRODUCTION 

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) 

Definition: Is a computing paradigm that utilizes services as fundamental elements to support 

rapid, low-cost development of distributed applications in heterogeneous environments.
 
 

Common examples of service-oriented applications include sharing information, handling multistep 

processes such as reservation systems and online stores. 
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Three main parts of SOA 

 

Elements of a SOA
  

SOA is a software architecture based on four key abstractions: application frontend, service, service 

repository and service bus. 

 

Adapters 

Adapters (wrappers) are design patterns that are used to convert the interface of a class into another 

interface clients expect.  

The adapter translates calls to its interface into calls to the original interface, and the amount of 

code necessary to do this is typically small. The adapter is also responsible for transforming data 

into appropriate forms. For instance, if multiple boolean values are stored as a single integer (i.e. 

flags) but your consumer requires a 'true'/'false', the adapter would be responsible for extracting the 

appropriate values from the integer value.  

There are two types of adapters: the object adapter which contains an instance of the class it wraps 

and the class adapter which uses multiple inheritance to achieve its goal. 
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Service adaptation refers to the process of generating a service (the adapter) that mediates the 

interactions among two services with different interfaces and protocols so that interoperability can 

occur. The need for adapters in Web services comes from two sources: one is the heterogeneity at 

the higher levels of the interoperability stack (e.g., at business-level interfaces and protocols), and 

the other is the high number and diversity of clients, each of which can support different interfaces 

and protocols, thereby generating the need for providing multiple faces to the same service. 

 

An adapter allows achieving protocol replaceability 

 

WCF METRO INTEROPERABILITY 

Interoperability refers to the ability of different systems to work together seamlessly without any 

special effort. With an increase in service-oriented applications interoperability has become a major 

software engineering challenge. 

WCF and Metro are two of the major web service development stacks available today.  

Windows Communication Foundation 

Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) is Microsoft’s unified programming model for 

building service-oriented applications. It enables developers to build secure, reliable, transacted 

solutions that integrate across platforms and interoperate with existing investments.
 
 

WCF is designed in accordance with service oriented architecture principles to support distributed 

computing where services are consumed by consumers. Clients can consume multiple services and 

services can be consumed by multiple clients. Services are loosely coupled to each other. Services 

typically have a WSDL interface that any WCF client can use to consume the service, irrespective 
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of which platform the service is hosted on. WCF implements many advanced Web services (WS) 

standards such as WS-Addressing, WS-ReliableMessaging and WS-Security.
 
 

BasicHttpBinding and WSHttpBinding 

WCF provides the BasicHttpBinding and the WSHttpBinding as two kinds of bindings that use Http 

as transport protocol. These are the most interoperable bindings that are useable.
 
 

Metro 

Metro is an open source web services stack developed by Sun Microsystems. It is bundled with 

numerous applications servers such as GlassFish and Oracle WebLogic Server. Both Sun 

Microsystems and Microsoft have worked together to ensure interoperability between Metro and 

WCF. 

WSIT 

Web Services Interoperability Technology (WSIT) is an open-source project started by Sun 

Microsystems to develop the next-generation of web service technologies. 

ADAPTERS FOR SERVICE VERSION COMPATIBILITY 

Adapters, also known as wrappers, are not new to software design. They have been used in 

component based software development and to mediate between incompatible class interfaces and 

to transform data into appropriate forms. 

In this section, we classify and describe mismatches that occur among different web services. Later 

we propose a methodology for developing adapters that can be used to mediate differences in web 

service versions; i.e. a client developed for service S0 can successfully interact with service S1 (a 

newer version of S0) through the use of an adapter. 

Mismatch Types and Solutions 

Interoperability among web services requires that services use the same (or compatible) protocols, 

data formats, and semantics. To interact, services must have compatible: 

 Interfaces (i.e., the set of operations supported by services), 
 Business protocols (i.e., the allowed message exchange sequences).
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A summary of protocol level mismatches  
 
are the following: 

 Ordering Mismatch: This type of mismatch occurs when protocols P and Pr support the 

same messages but in different orders. 

 Extra Message Mismatch: This mismatch occurs when protocol Pr sends a message that 

protocol P does not send.  

 Missing Message Mismatch: This mismatch occurs when protocol Pr does not issue a 

message specified in the protocol P.  

 One-to-Many Message Mismatch: This mismatch occurs when protocol P specifies a single 

message to achieve a functionality, while protocol Pr requires several messages for the same 

functionality.  

 Many-to-One Message Mismatch: This mismatch occurs when protocol P specifies several 

messages to achieve a functionality, while protocol Pr requires only one message for the 

same functionality.  

Interface Mismatch Types 
Interface mismatch, also known as signature mismatch, occurs when the set of operations exposed by a 

service S are different from the set of operations exposed by service T.  

Considering an old version S and new version T of a web service, the following interface incompatibilities 

can occur: 

 Missing methods: If T removes or renames a method which was in the old service, S-clients 

may use this method and hence be incompatible with T. 

 Extra Methods: If T adds a method that must be called by its clients to function properly. S 

clients fail to call this method and hence be incompatible with T. 

 Extra fields: If T adds a field f to a method in the old service, S-clients do not use f, but T 

expects a value for f if it is mandatory. T may also add an extra field in method outputs. 

 Missing fields: If T removes a field f, S-clients using this field are  

 incompatible with T. Incompatibility occurs even if f is optional– if an S- 

 client uses an optional field, it may be important to the application, and cannot be ignored. 

 Value-Space mismatches: If S and T have different value-spaces for an input field f, where 

the value space for S.f is not a subset of the value space for T.f, values passed by S-clients 

may be disallowed for T resulting in incompatibility. For output fields, incompatibility 

occurs when value space of T.f is not a subset of value spaceofS.

Adapter Solutions to Interface Mismatches 

As mentioned earlier, our solution to incompatibilities in service versions are adapters.  

Table summarizes how an adapter resolves these mismatches. 
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Mismatch Type Old Service S 

New Service T 

Adapter Solution 

Missing methods 

mismatch 
 T removes a method 

 T renames a method 

 Find a method that corresponds to the 

removed method 

 Use the new method name of T 

 

Extra methods 

mismatch 
 T adds a new method  Get parameters required by new method 

from S or generate them 

 Call the new method 

Extra fields 

mismatch 
 T adds an extra input field to a 

method 

 T adds an extra output field 

 Generate a value that does not affect the 

result 

 Drop the field 

Missing fields 

mismatch 
 T removes a field from input 

 T removes a field from output 

 Store supplied fields and use when 

necessary 

 Try and generate the missing field value 

from the result 

Value-Space 

mismatch 
 Value space for input field of S not 

subset of value space for input field 

of T 

 Value space for output field of T is 

not a subset of value space for 

output field of S 

 Supply a substitute value if possible 

 Send a constraint mismatch exception to the 

client 

Table1 Summary of incompatibilities and corresponding adapter solutions 

 

Architecture 

The architecture is the blueprint for the system and therefore the implicit high-level plan for its 

construction.
 
 

Our system architecture consists of four main parts: the clients, the adapter, the web service and the 

database: 

 The clients, written either in C# or Java, are the consumers of the services provided by the 

web service. They have a user interface to invoke the services. However, they do not include 

any kind of implementation in their design.  
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 The adapter acts as a mediator between old client versions and new web service versions.  

Internally, the adapter is both a client and a web service. However, the adapter does not 

implement the methods it exposes. Instead, it calls the methods exposed by the new version 

of the web service. 

 The web service is the service provider that implements and exposes web methods. The web 

methods, with the assistance of the database, perform the required calculations and return 

the results. Additionally, the web service is responsible for checking the credentials 

provided by the client against the database before granting access to its web methods. 

 The database resides in a database management system and stores all data. It also performs 

some calculations through the use of stored procedures.  Illustrates the relationship among 

the different parts of the system. 

 

General architecture of the system 

Service Version 1 (S1) 

This is the first and the simplest version of the WCF services. It uses BasicHttpBinding to configure 

and expose endpoints. S1 does not use any of the transport or message security modes. As a result, 

all data transmission between the client and the service are unencrypted. 

Since BasicHttpBinding does not support sessions, this version of the WCF service is stateless. 

Figure shows the basic setup of S1 and its clients. 
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Figure  basic setup for WCF client version 1, Java client version 1 and WCF service version 1 

The web methods exposed by S1 are depicted in figure . 

 

Figure  the web methods exposed by S1 

Table 2 gives a detailed description of the web methods exposed by S1. 
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Table2Details of the web methods exposed by s1

Service Version 2 (S2) 

S2 is a more advanced version of S1. It uses WSHttpBinding as its binding protocol. By default, 

WSHttpBinding encrypts all message transmissions. Therefore, all communications between S2 and 

its clients are encrypted.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

Web Method Input [data type] Output [data type] Function 

GetDeposits  Account code of 

the client [string] 

 Password of the 

client [string] 

 List of deposits 

[array of 

Transactions] 

Returns the list of deposits 

made by the client to date.  

GetPurchases  Account code of 

the client [string] 

 Password of the 

client [string] 

 List of purchases 

[array of 

Transactions] 

Returns the list of 

purchases made by the 

client to date.  

GetAccountBalance  Account code of 

the client [string] 

 Password of the 

client [string] 

 The current 

balance of the 

supplied account 

code [decimal] 

Sums all the deposits and 

all the purchases made to 

date and returns the 

difference. 

GetCustomerDetail  Account code of 

the client [string] 

 Password of the 

client [string] 

 The details of the 

customer 

[customer] 

Returns the details of the 

customer such as customer 

name, address etc… 
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Figure  basic setup for WCF client version 2, Java client version 2 and WCF service version 2 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  the web methods exposed by S2 

 

The service configuration of S2  is more complex than of S1. As in S1, it starts with the WSDL 

relative URL (i.e. MEX). And then it specifies how to find the X.509 certificate. The next part of 

the configuration (i.e. UserNameAuthentication) sets the validation mode and the custom function 

used for validation of username and password. 

Unlike S1, S2 uses a message security scheme to encrypt all data transmission. To make the service 

compatible with Java clients, we set negotiateService Credential and establishSecurityContext 
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options to false. And since the default Java package does not support basic 256-bit encryption 

algorithm, we lowered it to basic 128-bit. 

Apart from the binding protocol (i.e. wsHttpBinding), the rest of the configuration is similar to that 

of S1. 

Service Version 3 (S3) 

This version of the web service differs from S1 in two major areas. Firstly, the messages are 

encrypted and the web service is statefull - which means it can remember previous conversations 

with the client. Secondly, the methods it exposes are different from the methods S1 exposes as we 

will see shortly. 

To make S3 a statefull web service, first we had to set the option establishSecurityContext to true 

thereby loosing interoperability with Java clients. We also had to set the service behavior 

InstanceContextMode to PerSession (as opposed to PerCall used in S1 and S2). 

As a result of these changes, the implementation of the web method GetAccountBalance  is a bit 

different from the previous two implementations. When a client calls this method for the first time, 

the web service does the actual calculations and returns the result to the client. However, it also 

stores the result in memory in case the client calls this method again. All subsequent calls to this 

web method return the result stored in memory and not from actual calculations. This can be a 

useful feature when database connections are expensive. This result will be active as long as the 

client does not close the session. 

The below Figure  shows the basic setup of S3 and its WCF client. 

 

The web methods exposed by S3 are depicted in figure . 
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Figure the web methods exposed by S3 
Figure  the web methods exposed by S3 

Web Method Input Output Function 

GetTransactions  Start filter From 

Date [datetime] 

 End filter on To 

Date [datetime] 

 Transaction Type 

[Enumeration(D,P)] 

 List of 

Transactions(deposits 

or purchases based on 

input TransType) 

without Account 

Code 

Returns the list of 

deposits/purchases 

made by the client 

between the given 

dates.  

GetAccountBalance  Calculate until Date 

[datetime] 

 The balance of the 

supplied account code 

at the specified date 

[decimal] 

Sums all the deposits 

and all the purchases 

made until the 

specified date and 

returns the difference. 

GetCustomerDetail   The details of the 

customer plus the 

Location of the 

account [customer] 

without Account 

Code 

Returns the details of 

the customer such as 

customer name, 

address, location etc… 

Details of the web methods exposed by S3
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Adapter Design 

The most important part of our experiment was designing the adapter. The objective of our research 

was to enable a client designed for an old version of a web service to successfully communicate 

with a newer version of the same service without making any changes on the client. In our setup, 

this means enabling Client-1 communicate with S3 without making any changes to the client  

Internally, the adapter has two components: the service component and the client component. The 

service component of the adapter exposes web methods identical to S1. This allows Client-1 to 

successfullycommunicate with the adapter. The similarities however end there. The adapter does 

not in fact implement the web methods. Instead it uses its client component to call methods exposed 

by S3; which implies the service S3 must be running for this setup to work properly.   

 

 
Figure  basic setup for version 1 clients, WCF Ada pter and WCF service version 3 

 

  

Figure adapter as a mediator between different protocols and data transmissions 

The configuration file for the adapter contains both service configuration and client configuration 

allowing it to act as a service and a client. The service component uses BasicHttpBinding for clients 
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communicating with it. However, the client component of the adapter uses WSHttpBinding to 

connect with S3. 

 

Internal design of the adapter

In the above we see the internal workings of the adapter. Client-1 has no knowledge that S1 has 

been replaced by the adapter since the service component of the adapter is identical to S1. When 

client-1 invokes the method GetCustomerDetail, it passes the customer’s account code and 

password as input to the adapter. The adapter then creates a client that can communicate with 

service version 3 (S3). This client then calls the web methods ClientCredentials and 

GetCustomerDetails of S3 using the parameters passed to it by client-1. It will then convert the 

output of GetCustomerDetails of S3 (a customer object with an additional location field i.e. 

S3.cutomer) to a data type compatible with client-1 (i.e. S1.customer) by dropping the location 

field. Finally, the adapter forwards this data type to client-1 as output. 
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Results 

Interoperability Results 

One of the objectives of the research was to see the interoperability of different service-oriented 

application development technologies. For our experiments, we chose WCF (Windows 

Communication Foundation) from Microsoft and GlassFish Metro, the open-source web service 

stack. 

Summary of experiment results for interoperability 

Configuration Interoperable Analysis 

Protocol: BasicHttpBinding 

Security: None 

Data Transmission: Unencrypted, Stateless 

Yes BasicHttpBinding represents a 

binding protocol to configure and 

expose endpoints that are able to 

communicate with clients and 

services that conform to the WS-I 

Basic Profile 1.1. 

Both WCF and GlassFish Metro are 

compatible with WS-I Basic Profile 

1.1. 

By default, security in 

BasicHttpBinding is disabled. 

BasicHttpBinding does not support 

sessions 

Protocol: WSHttpBinding 

Security: Message, 

clientCredentialType="UserName", 

negotiateServiceCredential="false", 

algorithmSuite="Basic128", 

establishSecurityContext="false" 

Data Transmission: Encrypted, Stateless 

Yes WSHttpBinding defines a secure, 

reliable, interoperable binding 

suitable for non-duplex service 

contracts. The binding implements 

the following specifications: WS-

Reliable Messaging for reliability, 

and WS-Security for message 

security and authentication. 

The Default Algorithm Suite for 

Message Secuity is Basic256. 

However, Java requires a special 

library to support this suite. 
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Protocol: WSHttpBinding 

Security: Message, 

clientCredentialType="UserName", 

negotiateServiceCredential="true", 

establishSecurityContext="true" 

Data Transmission: Encrypted, Statefull 

No negotiateServiceCredential: Setting 

this property to true, requires WS-

Trust and WS-SecureConversation 

to be supported by the client and the 

service. 

The protocols used (SPNego, 

TLSNego) to exchange tokens are 

not interoperable. 

establishSecurityContext: setting this 

option to true enables the parties to 

establish a secure session to reduce the 

overhead of one-off key exchange and 

validation.
 [31] 

Setting it to true requires 

that the remote party supports WS-

SecureConversation. 

 

Adapter Results 

The next part of our experiment was to see if an adapter can be used to mediate the differences 

between S1 and S3 thereby enabling clients designed for S1 to successfully communicate with S3.  

we described the two types of clients S1 comprises: a WCF client and a Java client. In our 

experiments, by making use of an adapter we were able to make these clients call the web methods 

exposed by S3. Table  summarizes the mismatch types resolved by our adapter. 

  We see that S3’s getCustomerDetails method does not have the two input fields of S1’s corresponding 

method causing a missing input field mismatch. We also notice that S3.Customer has an extra Location 

field which causes an extra output field mismatch. To authenticate its clients, S3 has to set the 

properties client.ClientCredentials.UserName.UserName and client.ClientCredentials.UserName.Password; which is 

the reason for extra method mismatch. 

The web method getDepositList does not have a corresponding method in S3 causing missing method 

mismatch. On the other hand, getTransactions has extra fields which are not supplied by S1 clients 

which results in extra input field mismatch. The data type S3.Transaction does not include AccCode 

required by S1 clients causing missing output field mismatch. 

The mismatches that occur due to getAccountBalance are similar to the previous cases. 
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Table Mismatches resolved by the adapter 

S1 Web Methods S3 Web Methods Mismatches Resolved 

by the Adapter 

getCustomerDetails 
Input: string accountCode 

Input: string password 
Output: S1.Customer 

 
S1.Customer 

string AccCode 
string Name 

string Address 

getCustomerDetails 
Output: S3.Customer 

 
S3.Customer 

string Name 
string Address 

string Location 
 

client.ClientCredentials.UserName.UserName 
client.ClientCredentials.UserName.Password 

 Missing input field  

 Extra output field  

 Extra method  

getDepositList 
Input: string accountCode 

Input: string password 
Output: List<S1.Transaction> 

 
S1.Transaction 

string AccCode 
DateTime Date 

decimal Amount 
string Description 

getTransactions 
Input: DateTime fromDate 

Input: DateTime toDate 
Input: S3.TransactionType type 

Output: List<S3.Transaction> 
 

S3.Transaction 
DateTime Date 

decimal Amount 
string Description 

 

S3.TransactionType 
D,P 

 
client.ClientCredentials.UserName.UserName 

client.ClientCredentials.UserName.Password 

 Missing method  

 Extra input field 

 Extra method  

 Missing output field  

getPurchaseList 

Input: string accountCode 
Input: string password 

Output: List<S1.Transaction> 
 

S1.Transaction 
string AccCode 

DateTime Date 
decimal Amount 

string Description 

getTransactions 

Input: DateTime fromDate 
Input: DateTime toDate 

Input: S3.TransactionType type 
Output: List<S3.Transaction> 

 
S3.Transaction 

DateTime Date 
decimal Amount 

string Description 
 

S3.TransactionType 
D,P 

 
client.ClientCredentials.UserName.UserName 

client.ClientCredentials.UserName.Password 

 Missing method  

 Extra input field 

 Extra method  

 Missing output field  

getAccountBalance 
Input: string accountCode 

Input: string password 
Output: decimal accountBalance 

getAccountBalance 
Input: DateTime date 

Output: decimal accountBalance 
 

client.ClientCredentials.UserName.UserName 
client.ClientCredentials.UserName.Password 

 Missing input field 

 Extra input field 

 Extra method 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we propose the use of service adapters to tackle the problem of compatibility in 

different versions of a service. The main contributions of this work include (i) - proposing common 

mismatch types that can occur among different versions of a service (ii) - proposing a service 

adapter that can act as a service provider for the old service and a service consumer of the new 

service. We have shown that most of the incompatibilities that occur at the interface level are 

resolvable using our proposed method. 

We have developed a proof-of-concept implementation of the proposed adapter. In particular, we 

have used the adapter to communicate two incompatible versions of a real world application.  

Moreover, we did an interoperability test on WCF and Metro web services stacks. Our tests have 

shown that the Metro web services stack is not fully compatible with WCF. We have shown that 

some of the options in WCF have to be disabled to achieve interoperability. 

Two main directions for future work are: developing a methodology that can generate the adapter 

automatically and enhancing the adapter to handle protocol mismatches. 
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